Introduction
How good is the Parque Madureira? And for whom is it good? Of all the urban interventions transforming Rio de Janeiro in the run-up to the 2016 Olympics, Parque Madureira is the only one that has consistently garnered praise and prizes from urban planners, both in Brazil and internationally. What explains this enthusiasm, and is it justified?
Parque Madureira brings much-needed public leisure space to a denselypopulated, under-served swathe of low-income neighborhoods on the city's north side.
Residents from all over the North Zone have been flocking to the park on weekends. But over 800 favela homes, along with the community gardens behind them, were removed to make way for the park. Urbanists have vociferously resisted favela removal associated with Olympic development elsewhere in the city, but most seem to have accepted the social costs associated with the construction of Parque Madureira.
Representatives of social movements in contrast, have condemned the Parque Madureira removals as one more abuse perpetrated on Rio's poor and working-class residents in the midst of Olympian frenzy. And many of the residents of the favela removed to make way for the park want to be included in Olympic upgrading, rather than pushed further to the margins. As one former resident of the favela put it, "We're not fighting against this park. What I really want is to come to the park and have fun there. But I want the pleasure of leaving the park and not having to take two buses to get to my house" (Joseph, 2011) .
Is Parque Madureira an outlier, a positive aberration in the midst of a generally negative urban transformation? Or is it the best of a mixed bag, with some of the same strengths and weaknesses as other current interventions, albeit perhaps more of the former than the latter? These questions have broader implications. If Parque Madureira is an outlier, then it does not really tell us much about the larger transformation of Rio de Janeiro, except what might have been, if the whole thing had been approached more sensibly. If it is the best of a mixed bag, then it suggests urbanists may need to temper both their optimism about Parque Madureira and their pessimism about the other interventions.
Either way, this is an important case for evaluation of favela policy. Favela removal as an urban-planning tool was largely off the table in Rio de Janeiro from the early 1980s through 2011, when it came back into play in the midst of planning for the mega-events of World Cup 2014 and the 2016 Olympics (Magalhães, 2013) . If urbanists agree that Parque Madureira is a success, does that mean favela removal can in some cases be justified by the larger public good? If so, what are the conditions that might satisfy that justification and have they been met in this case?
The Setting
Madureira is one of Rio's most densely-populated neighborhood. It is 97% urbanized, characterized by a tight cluster of low-rise apartment buildings, rowhouses and commercial establishments. The light-industrial factories which characterized the neighborhood fifty years ago are for the most part gone, replaced by shopping centers, fast-food franchises and auto-repair shops. For over a century, the center of the neighborhood has been the Mercadão Madureira, an extensive warren of fruit and vegetable stands, dried-goods purveyors, budget clothing and novelty shops.
Just east of the Mercadão Madureira rises a series of hills, a northerly spur of the Tijuca escarpment that divides the northern and southern halves of Rio de Janeiro. A chain of favelas occupies the lower flanks of these hills, most notably Serrinha, one of Rio's oldest favelas. Serrinha has long been a cultural hotbed. It played a key role in nurturing early samba, and is home to the Império Serrano samba school, one of the city's most beloved. Serrinha has also long been noted for jongo, folia de reis and other forms of Afro-Brazilian tradition. Over the past fifteen years, jongo from Serrinha tradition, in particular, has reemerged as a marker of local identity and a cultural attraction.
Serrinha and neighboring favelas have also been hotly disputed territories in turf wars between competing criminal factions and the military police. As elsewhere, these turf wars have been cyclical, with periods of horrific violence followed by periods of apparent calm. Police reform and the rise of the UPP (Unidade de Polícia Pacificadora) strategy have not dramatically transformed this cyclical violence in greater Madureira.
Several competing factions continue to occupy terrain in Serrinha, Terço, Cajueiro and other local favelas, and to do battle with military police.
Two commuter rail lines run through Madureira, linking the neighborhood both to central Rio and to outlying neighborhoods. One of these lines stretches directly north, connecting Madureira to the neighborhoods of Turiaçu, Rocha Miranda, Honório Gurgel and Guadalupe, before crossing the Avenida Brasil highway and continuing north towards the neighboring municipality of Belford Roxo. Parque Madureira runs adjacent to this rail line. At its current extent, it passes through Madureira and Turiaçu into Rocha Miranda. When fully completed, it will run all the way to Guadalupe. These neighborhoods are as densely populated as Madureira, but have a higher concentration of residential occupation and fewer commercial establishments. Collectively, these neighborhoods form the core of the city's 15th Administrative Region XV (Região Administrativa XV). With a population over 350,000, it is one of the city's largest administrative regions, and is predominantly lower-middle-class and low-income.
Before Parque Madureira, there was no public park to speak of in this vast region of the city. There are a few "praças" at the junction of major avenues, which are mostly barren traffic islands. From the air, it appears that there is extensive green space just west of this dense urban patch, but this territory is under direct military control and is off limits to civilians. The peaks of the hills just east of Madureira are also uninhabited, but as these are inaccessible by public transportation and lie above favelas characterized by violent turf conflict, they have not offered any meaningful leisure space for the surrounding population (dos Santos, 2012) .
The Vila das Torres
To say this region needed a park would be a vast understatement. Public leisure space was consistently near the top of political demands made by local residents. The cult of the body beautiful is a prominent marker of carioca culture, and public pursuit and display of fitness has grown increasingly important over the past decade. The South Zone and the western beach neighborhoods of Barra da Tijuca have extensive areas for public leisure, beginning with kilometers of golden sands, and including jogging and bicycle paths, public soccer and volleyball courts, leafy parks and numerous exercise areas outfitted with special equipment designed for senior citizens.
Even those areas of the North Zone adjacent to the Guanabara Bay benefited from some investment in public leisure space, notably at the Piscinão de Ramos, a man-made beach and salt-water pool several kilometers east of Madureira. South-zoners may turn up their noses at the Piscinão de Ramos, but it offers an extensive stretch of beach to local residents. (Regular reports of insufficient water treatment do little to deter visitors.) When the Piscinão, or Big Pool, opened in 2001, it substantially upgraded public leisure opportunities in an underserved area with a high concentration of favelas. Subsequent investment in other public waterfront fitness areas along the Guanabara expanded options for local residents. Improvements in the bayside area of the North Zone meant that until 2012, Madureira and the rest of the 15th Administrative Region, farther inland, was the worst-served area of the city in terms of investment in public leisure and fitness.
As is often the case, however, the neighborhood that most needs a park (or a school, or a hospital, or any other public facility) is the hardest place to put one, because all the space is already taken. The state government of Rio de Janeiro built the Piscinão de Ramos on land reclaimed from the Guanabara Bay. Landlocked Madureira offered no such opportunity.
What Madureira had, however, was a long strip of land in the shadow of highvoltage electrical towers, running parallel to the rail line that connects Madureira and Guadalupe. This strip was only 100 meters wide but ran 1.5 kilometers due north, where it was cut off by a highway viaduct passing over the railroad tracks. This open space presented the only opportunity for a public park in Madureira.
The presence of the high-voltage towers was an obstacle but not an insuperable one, as these could be clustered more tightly along the eastern fringe of the strip, leaving the remainder open for the construction of a park. Light, the private energy company that provides electricity to Rio de Janeiro, owned both the high-voltage towers and the land they rested upon, and could be persuaded to cede the land to the municipality. The larger transformation of the city in the run-up to the Olympics, and the enthusiasm of the municipal government in branding Rio de Janeiro as a city defined by fitness and public leisure, made funding available for construction of an extensive park.
As is often the case, the primary obstacle was neither geographical nor financial but political. Squeezed between the high-voltage towers and the railroad tracks was a long, narrow favela known as the Vila das Torres. Its name referred to the high-voltage towers, not to the favela homes themselves. Most of these were two stories high, standing shoulder to shoulder along the 1.5 kilometer stretch of track between the Mercadão de Madureira and the highway overpass. They occupied the eastern edge of the strip-precisely the area designated for the high-voltage towers, in order to make way for the park in the rest of the strip. City officials determined that building the park required destruction of 897 of these homes (Costa Silva, 2013) .
In this regard-and it is surely one of the most decisive-the construction of Parque Madureira was typical of the broader transformation of Rio de Janeiro. The favela removal undertaken to make way for the park was by turns baffling and harrowing for the favela residents. The municipal government made promises it could not keep and threats it never would have made to formal property owners. It deliberately low-balled residents, cajoling as many as possible into leaving quickly for uncertain benefits, then negotiated more generous settlements with holdouts. And it justified removal by evoking the Olympian transformation of Rio de Janeiro, a transformation in whose benefits the favela residents would not share.
As in most cases, property ownership in Vila das Torres was nebulous, and characterized by several different kinds of informality. Most of the favela homes straddled Light's property and the railroad right-of-way. As a private utility corporation acting with the concession of the state government, Light is a private landowner, but one whose claim depends heavily on close relationships with municipal and state In one crucial regard, the Vila das Torres was an atypical favela, and that was in its geographical disposition. Vila das Torres was approximately fifteen meters wide and 1500 meters long. One advantage of this array was that it made the Vila das Torres relatively unattractive to criminal interest groups. It offered no place to hide and no perch to defend. Perhaps as a result, Vila das Torres did not apparently suffer violent turf occupation. At the same time, elongation worked against the consolidation of a vigorous sense of shared community interests. Residents of the northern end had little contact with those at the southern end. This made it easier for municipal officials to pressure individual residents to accept initial offers and move on, rather than resisting.
Vila das Torres had a neighborhood association, but city officials effectively maneuvered around it, negotiating directly with individual residents (idem, 2013).
In December, 2009, residents first learned of imminent plans for removal and the construction of a park. They heard initial rumors that the city planned to construct a 540-unit apartment complex at the north end of the park, and that favela residents would be moved to these units (Joseph, 2010) .
These rumors were entirely plausible. 2009-2011 turned out to be the high watermark for aspirations of transforming Rio in a socially-responsible way. For the first time since the mid-1970s, the federal government seemed to be paying attention to Rio de Janeiro, and was investing heavily in both improved security and in infrastructure and social services targeted at low-income populations. And for the first time in as many years, municipal, state and federal government were collaborating on reforms, rather than actively working to undermine each other. Favelas like Santa Marta and Rocinha were the direct beneficiaries of this brief moment, in the form of infrastructural upgrading and expanded services. Residents of these favelas were often uneasy about such reforms, fearing they might lead towards gentrification. But none faced direct removal, and many reaped windfalls.
In the case of Vila das Torres, however, such hopes did not materialize. The restorative leisure activity for several of the local residents, who could not imagine being separated from the plots they had cultivated for years. If farming in the immediate vicinity of high-voltage towers was neither strictly organic nor entirely safe, these were niceties with which the residents of Vila das Torres could not afford to concern themselves. For city planners, however, the potential benefits of a park that would serve tens of thousands of area residents vastly outweighed the value of small-scale sustainable practices of a few favela residents. City officials never mentioned the community gardens in the removal process and made no gesture of offering similar opportunities in Realengo or anywhere else.
Negotiation, removal and demolition of favela homes played out over the next twenty months, through early 2012. That process was haphazard and arbitrary-again, common characteristics of favela removal. Rio's municipal law stipulates that, in cases where relocation is unavoidably necessary, residents must be relocated in areas close to their existing place of residence or work. Relocation fifteen kilometers away in Realengo, which lacks the commercial vitality of Madureira, clearly did not meet these conditions (Cardoso, Nunes, Araujo et al. 2013) . Those residents who did not resettle in Realengo, moreover, were offered payouts insufficient to buy or rent comparable homes in the Madureira area. The reasoning behind differentiated payouts, however, remained a mystery to most residents and perhaps to city officials themselves. It was not clear why some residents received payouts of 20,000 reais, while residents of comparable homes received 55,000.
(Even 55,000, it bears noting, was far below the cost of a two bedroom apartment in a nearby building) (Bahia, 2013). There are more experienced engineers in the city's Public Works department. One advantage of the plethora of projects underway in the run-up to the Olympics, perhaps, is that there are so many major public construction projects underway concurrently that the city has been forced to offer opportunities to innovative and enterprising engineers at relatively early stages of their careers. In the case of Parque Madureira, this meant turning over responsibility for a major project to a young engineer with an innovative understanding of environmental sustainability and an ability to balance complex demands from multiple sectors.
The city hired architecture firm Ruy Rezende Arquitetura-known in the trade by the lowercase acronym rra-to design the park's features and to collaborate with Bonelli and the Public Works department on execution. This created a close publicprivate partnership between Bonelli and the architects at rra, particularly Filipe Merem, the project's urban planning coordinator, Heloísa Normando, the landscape architecture coordinator, and André Costa, the architecture coordinator. (As a park woven into the surrounding fabric of the city, and including both extensive landscaping as well as several major buildings and numerous smaller constructions, Parque Madureira required careful oversight in all these sectors, and cooperation between them.) It is difficult for the outside observer to parse the contributions of this partnership, identifying responsibility for specific contributions. It is apparent that the team merged Bonelli's concerns for environmental sustainability and feasibility with rra's vision for a park designed for fitness, relaxation and flexible use (Rezende, 2013) .
The result is a state-of-the-art park. It fulfills the current best practices of environmental sustainability while responding in innovative ways to the needs of the local population-or at least the local population left after the removal of Vila das Torres. It substantially upgrades the urban geography of the surrounding region, offering new options for leisure and circulation. And it meets these goals within a budget that is far lower than monstrous, less-successful projects elsewhere in the city.
Parque Madureira is also state-of-the-art in another sense, one more directly linked to the broader transformation of the city. The particular vision of fun and fitness embodied by Parque Madureira exemplifies the municipal government's strategy for branding the city. Parque Madureira does this more successfully than any of the other projects currently underway. Among these projects, Parque Madureira is exceptional in meeting the needs of a low-income population, a priority often overlooked elsewhere.
But the vision of the park is perfectly in keeping with the municipal government's broader vision for the city.
In the short term, this has been one of Parque Madureira's greatest strengths.
Popular acclamation for the park suggests that most cariocas are enthusiastic about the goals of the city's Olympian transformation, as long as they are included among the beneficiaries of that transformation, rather than bearing all the costs while being excluded from most of the benefits. And the municipal government has claimed the park as "the most important legacy" of the Olympian transformation-a pride that carries with it a commitment to maintenance, at least for now.
Will this exemplification of the city's re-branding strategy continue to be a strength in the long run? This is more difficult to assess. A massive public park should be designed for future generations as much as for the current moment. Parque Madureira has enough built-in flexibility that it may remain vital through changing trends in popular use. But its emphasis on installations that are popular in 2015 may prove a liability in the long run. Parque Madureira as it currently exists is anchored by an amphitheater for samba performance at one end and a skate park at the other. Samba and skateboarding suit the current mood. Whether the park and its various components will adapt successfully to changing tastes is another question.
Strengths and Major Features of Parque Madureira
Bonelli and the architects from rra designed the park in four sectors, moving from south to north along the narrow strip of the park, each emphasizing a different kind of use.
The first and southernmost sector is the Samba Plaza, featuring the large concrete amphitheater. The amphitheater, bleachers and surrounding apron can accommodate approximately 3,000 spectators. This popular-music performance space builds on the historic importance of the samba schools Portela and Império Serrano, and Madureira's larger tradition as a samba redoubt. Portela and Império Serrano each have their own performance spaces nearby, and the amphitheater in Parque Madureira complements rather than supplants them.
The second sector is the Contemplative Park, featuring green space, an ample public plaza with a rent-a-bike station, and an extensive, wheelchair-accessible botanical garden. This sector also includes a large media center called the Nave do Conhecimento, or Vessel of Knowledge, containing public-access computers and digital media labs. The A bicycle path and an exercise circuit wind through the park, and an access road along the east side facilitates internal circulation and limited parking. The park is wellintegrated into the urban fabric along its west side, with broad, accessible entrances at street level. These are well-designed meeting points and places of congregation, facilitating easy passage from the streets into the park and back out. Accessibility, circulation and integration into the surrounding neighborhood are among the park's greatest strengths.
All of the installations are designed for maximal environmental efficiency. For a park that welcomes 40,000 visitors on a typical weekend, Parque Madureira's water and energy uses are surprisingly low, its sewage limited and well-treated, and its trash sorted immediately into organic and various categories of recyclables.
Given these strengths, it is not surprising that the park has not only attracted local visitors but won international recognition (Castilho). (Kimmelman, 2015) .
Weaknesses and Comparisons
The park opened to great acclaim in mid-2012 (Sousa, 2014) . Of all the park's major features, the Arena Carioca Fernando Torres has been the least successful, thus far. Not coincidentally, it is also the one that emerges from topdown cultural directives, rather than responding to expressed desires of the local population. The Arena is part of a network of four new municipal theaters on the north and west side of the city and is meant to democratize access to culture. This is undoubtedly a laudable goal, but while the skateboarders were already around, looking for a place to skate, the would-be theatergoers need to be inspired, and that is easier said than done. The Arena Carioca, like the other three theaters in the network, has run into obstacles faced by other public theater initiatives in Rio. Free productions, funded by the municipal government and private sponsors, are often perceived as being of lower quality, and struggle to attract viewers. The prices of ticketed spectacles, in contrast, are often beyond the means of the local population. The Arena Carioca has attempted to negotiate this challenge by offering admission to many shows for $1, with mixed success.
It bears noting that one of Rio's most beautiful public theaters, the Teatro Armando Gonzaga, is only a few kilometers away, in the neighborhood of Marechal
Hermes. In its five decades of existence, the Teatro Armando Gonzaga has never successfully solved the riddle of drawing a consistent theater audience on Rio's north side. The theater is usually vacant, and its few productions tend to be sparsely attended.
The Arena Carioca Fernando Torres has a larger natural audience of parkgoers, but will face similar difficulties in sustaining audience frequency. In the meantime, theater professionals, at least, have been grateful for the opportunities provided by the new, subsidized public theaters.
As a work of landscape architecture, the park operates under great constraints.
The design priorities of fitness, fun, accessibility and circulation all take priority over the kind of arboreal vistas and shaded glens that have traditionally marked park design.
This marks a departure from the swooping geometry and vivid botanical color of the tropical modernism that defined carioca landscape architecture for over six decades.
Most of Parque Madureira is as flat as a parking lot and so chock-a-block with facilities and pathways that there is comparatively little botany. This is one of the few city parks whose creation reduced vegetation: the community gardens behind the Vila das Torres may have served a very small population, but they included more total green space than the current park. This is not necessarily a weakness. Wheelchair-users are among the most assiduous frequenters of the park, and deeply appreciate the winding pathways, the sensory gardens of planters at wheelchair-height, and the bathrooms and other facilities that are designed not merely to be wheelchair-accessible, but to offer delight and enjoyment to the wheelchair-bound. A park that satisfies both skateboarders and the disabled, while fulfilling sustainable goals, is a major achievement.
Plans for expansion, however, raise more serious questions. The extension of the park northwards through Guadalupe to the Avenida Brasil will triple the size of the park. The overall expansion of leisure space and options for recreation in the North
Zone is good news. But the planned installations in the extended park double down on fun-and-fitness branding, posing significant challenges for continued funding, maintenance and adaptability.
The two key features of the new section will be an artificial beach and an artificial ski slope. Greater access to the beach has long been an aspiration of cariocas in the landlocked heart of the North Zone, and the new plans suggest that if these residents cannot get to the beach, then the municipal government will bring the beach to them.
The enterprise will be similar to that of the Piscinão de Ramos, albeit under the aegis of municipal rather than state government, and even more extensive in area. The beach zone in Parque Madureira will include twelve artificial waterfalls, cascading treated and recycled water. This initiative responds to popular demand, but will require significant investment not only in construction but in maintenance. Given Rio's traditional disruptions and shifts in direction from one mayoral administration to the next, this is an uncertain prospect.
The ski slope by no means responds to popular demand. It is the kind of grandiose gesture known in Brazil as a projeto faraônico, an initiative worthy of the ancient Pharoahs. With the ski slope, Parque Madureira will move definitively from the category of a park meant for leisure and relaxation to an amusement park. Again, whether this is a flaw depends on one's priorities. As the great samba-school carnival designer Joasinho Trinta famously remarked, "Only intellectuals like misery. Poor people like luxury." Delivering a ski slope to the North Zone may turn out to be the kind of publicly-subsidized luxury that people love. Since the nineteenth-century, at least, amusement parks have been criticized by engaged intellectuals as distractions, the products of misguided priorities and political chicanery. But those same amusement parks tend to be remembered wistfully as cherished spaces of hard-won delight for those who enjoyed them in their prime.
They do have a prime, however, and that reminds us that they inevitably have a decline, as well. Decline tends to come far more quickly for amusement parks than it does for contemplative parks. In this regard, it is worth comparing Parque Madureira to several other noted parks in Rio, each emblematic of the moment of its creation.
The Quinta da Boa Vista is currently Rio's second-largest park-it will drop to third on the list once Parque Madureira reaches its full extension. The Quinta initially Glaziou also left his mark on the Passeio Público, a smaller park in the heart of the city. The Passeio Público is Brazil's oldest park, originally designed in the late 18th century in the geometric layout typical of the French royal gardens of that period.
Glaziou radically redesigned the park, transforming it into a dense, enchanted glade.
The Passeio Público feels much larger than it is, as each turn in its winding paths draws the viewer deeper into another shaded bower.
The As a BRT line, the Transcarioca is inevitably less attractive than the urban-rail metro system on the eastern and southern perimeter of the city. Since the creation of the metro system in the 1970s, urban rail has primarily served the middle class, with the working class consigned to overcrowded, slow buses. The Transcarioca offers a new, intermediary modality, one that seems expressly tailored to the needs of the "emerging C class,"-those rising from the working to the middle class. As recently as early 2013, the emerging C class was seen as both the key sector and the principal beneficiary of Brazil's longest period of sustained economic growth in sixty years. Current economic and political challenges have revealed the fragility of that emergence, threatening to consign the C class to secondary status once again. The Transcarioca seems to embody that delicate position. If well-funded and maintained, it will provide satisfactory but unlovely rapid transit in an underserved part of the city. Despite these similarities, Porto Maravilha has proven more controversial than
Parque Madureira for at least three reasons. The first is that residents of Providência were able to mobilize allies in media and social movements far more effectively than were residents of Vila das Torres. Opposition to removal in Providência became one of the early flashpoints in growing popular hostility to Rio's Olympian makeover. That resistance successfully reshaped the project, reducing the removals carried out to clear a path for the aerial tramway (Globo, 2014) . The second reason is that Porto Maravilha seems targeted at tourists and the middle class, offering relatively fewer benefits to Autôdromo, in contrast, sits directly adjacent to the Olympic Village, and its residents have faced greater threats and risks. As in Providência, organized resistance and successful mobilization of social movement and media allies has staved off the most drastic threats of complete removal. But it remains likely that much of Vila Autôdromo will be removed, and that remaining residents will largely be excluded from any potential benefits of Olympic construction.
The Olympic Village and the athletic venues appear to offer little benefit as a post-Olympic legacy to the citizens of Rio de Janeiro. Most of the venues will be meaningless or off-limits to Rio's citizens. If Olympian tradition holds, and nothing suggests it will not, most of them will fall into disuse immediately after the games. The
Olympic Village will become middle-class apartment towers in a neighborhood already dominated by middle-class apartment towers, suffering a near absence of formal housing for low-income residents. Its construction has already exacerbated conflict between low-income and middle-class residents in this part of the city.
Conclusion
Parque Madureira is the best face of Rio's Olympian transformation. It already serves a low-income population, and does so with verve and environmental ingenuity. But it is not exceptional. Like the other Olympian projects, Parque Madureira emphasizes fun, fitness, sustainability, circulation and accessibility-with the contrast that it actually delivers on these goals. Understanding this helps to put both Parque Madureira and the broader transition in perspective. Parque Madureira is not as great as its most impassioned supporters suggest, and will probably not be as enduring. And the greater Olympian makeover may not be as catastrophic as many fear.
What does the relative success of Parque Madureira imply about favela removal? Does this mean that favela removal is back on the table, not only as a tool of an elitist administration in cahoots with real-estate speculators, but as a legitimate tool of urban planning? That would be tragic. Parque Madureira is a good park, maybe even in a great one. But the inscrutable process of the removal of Vila das Torres reminds us that
